Q2

#untaggable
Essentially unmistakeable: a lot will change with the all-new Audi Q2.
It’s smart, customised, confident and impossible to categorise.
It is #untaggable. Because your own ideas show the way, whether
in town or off the beaten track, in everyday life or off the clock. The
vehicle concept for this newcomer comprises numerous innovative
technologies and a new, impressive style.

#adventureproof

Even if the Audi Q2 leaves plenty of room for interpretation, the feel of the drive
is extremely precise. The progressive steering gives the vehicle more agility and
reduces steering effort round tight bends and during parking.
The optional quattro permanent all-wheel drive makes driving even more
controlled. Variably distributing dive force to the axles increases traction, which
in turn ensures more safety and sportiness. Whichever direction you take, you’ll
experience complete independence.
Anyone who drives an Audi Q2 will experience how exciting driving dynamics can
be. This is thanks in particular to the optional suspension with damper control
and Audi drive select, which adapts the vehicle’s character to your personal
preferences – thus making either a more intensive or more efficient driving style
possible.
Because #untaggable means always having the choice.

#typicallydifferent
The Audi Q2 expresses the passion of being on the road. Because with every journey we
take, we tend to free ourselves from old patterns. The Audi Q2 combines the classic Audi
strengths with new and exciting ideas – both in design and technology.
You can give the Q2 many names, but all that really counts is what you feel when driving

#nowfuture
It’s difficult to imagine the future. But the Audi Q2 will show you precisely what counts in
modern mobility.
Thanks to the optional Wi-Fi hotspot and SIM card permanently installed in the vehicle, you can
continue to use your mobile devices as usual. And you will enjoy every trip even more with the
versatile range of infotainment features as well as the optional Bang & Olufsen Sound System.

#realvision

Don’t concentrate on what others say, concentrate on what’s important. The
optional Audi virtual cockpit can help you here – intuitively and fully digitally.
You get all the information you need where you need it: always at eye level.
The same goes for the head-up display, available on request, which projects
the most important information and notifications directly into the driver’s
field of vision. The 3D map representation for the optional MMI navigation
plus also ensures a comprehensive overview on an 8.3-inch colour display.
In addition, many of your favourite apps are only a click away thanks to the
optional Audi smartphone interface. While others are still trying to classify
the Audi Q2, you already know where you’re going.

#newcomerlegend
You don’t need a second look to see the Audi Q2 as a real Audi and yet it’s hard to keep your eyes off it.
Its look is powerful, dynamic and radiates presence.
The polygonal vehicle shoulders accentuate the large wheel arches.
No matter what path the Q2 takes - it’s going its own way.

#untaggable also means taking your own individuality as the
benchmark. The blade of the C-pillar emphasises the coupé
character of the Audi Q2.

No matter how you look at it, the Audi Q2 is a space unto itself.
A brand new line design, created specially for the Q2, culminates in
corners and edges at a streamlined rear end. The body has become
more athletic. Follow your own line and take the path less travelled.

#sportchic
Don’t just emphasise the sport character of the Audi Q2
- enhance it. The optional S line exterior package further
accentuates the Audi Q2’s dynamic body line and uses
exciting details to create special highlights.

Side sill trims in a striking sporty design

Illuminated door sill trims with aluminium inlays and S emblem

Rear bumper as well as diffuser insert painted in platinum grey, chrome-plated

Radiator grille in platinum grey, matt, front bumper and side sill trims

trims for exhaust tailpipes (single or twin depending on engine version)

in a striking sport design as well as S line emblem on the front wings

Decorative trims interior (dashboard, interior mirror and centre console) and interior plus decorative trims
(door trim and door pull handles) both in Misano red, pearl effect, or in additional colours and versions

The optional Audi virtual cockpit with 8.3-inch colour display

The optional Audi Car Play

Inlays in innovative light graphic format
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#angularroundness
Underline the individual style and character of the Audi Q2 with Audi wheels.
Treat yourself to a particularly powerful appearance in your favourite design.
Yet stay on the safe side all the time. Because Audi wheels are subjected to
specific test procedures, undergo rigorous testing and are of superb quality.
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01_ 18” Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in 5-turbine design in magnesium look, gloss turned finish
02_ 19” Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm rotor design in gloss anthracite black, gloss turned finish
03_ 17” cast aluminium wheels in 5-V-spoke design
04_ 18” cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm dynamic design, contrasting grey, partly polished
05_ 18” Audi Sport cast aluminium wheels in 5-arm offroad design in matt titanium look, gloss turned finish

Tango red,
metallic

#accentedunaccented
Select the paint colour that best suits your personality.
And be assured that the quality will be superb.
Because the Audi Q2 is painted not just once, but four times.
Guaranteeing a radiant appearance and providing protection from the environment and wear.
Ensuring that the car maintains a powerful look throughout its entire lifetime.

Ara blue,
crystal eff

ffect

Vegas yellow

Glacier white,
metallic

Coral orange,
metallic

Audi exclusive
customised paint
finish in green

Audi Q2

Model

Q2 1.0 TFSI
S tronic

Engine type

3-cylinder inline petrol engine with
direct fuel injection, turbocharging
with indirect intercooler, 16V, DOHC

Displacement in cc (valves per cylinder)

999 (3)

Max. output in kW(bhp) at rpm

85 (116) / 5,000 - 5,500

Max. torque in Nm at rpm

200 / 2,000 - 3,500

Power transmission/wheels
Drive type

Front-wheel drive

Transmission type

7-speed S tronic transmission

Weights/capacities
Unladen weight in kg

1,280

Max laden weight in kg

1,840

Permissible roof load limit in kg

60

Fuel tank capacity

50

Performance/consumption

Dimensions in millimetres.
Dimensions measured with vehicle at unladen weight.
Luggage compartment volume: 405 / 1,050 l (measured by the VDA method using 200 x 100 x 50 mm blocks).
Turning circle approx. 11.1 m.

Top speed in km/h

190

Acceleration 0-100km/h in s

10.7

Fuel grade

Sulphur-free RON 95

Fuel consumption (combined) in l/100km

-*

CO2 emissions (combined) in g/km

-*

Emission standard

EU6

* Fuel consumption and emissions data are not yet available.
The all-new Audi Q2 is coming soon. The car may not yet be on sale. It may not yet be homologated.

Q2 Sport 1.0 TFSI
S tronic

Q2 Sport 1.4 TFSI
S tronic

3-cylinder inline petrol engine with
direct fuel injection, turbocharging
with indirect intercooler, 16V, DOHC

4-cylinder inline spark-ignition
engine with gasoline direct fuel
injection and exhaust turbocharger

999 (3)

1,395 (4)

85 (116) / 5,000 - 5,500

110 (150) / 5,000 - 6,000

200 / 2,000 - 3,500

250 / 1,500 - 3,500

Front-wheel drive

Front-wheel drive

7-speed S tronic transmission

7-speed S tronic transmission

1,280

1,280

1,840

1,840

60

60

50

50

190

212

10.7

8.5

Sulphur-free RON 95

Sulphur-free RON 95

-*

5.3

-*

122

EU6

EU6
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The models and equipment versions illustrated and described in this brochure and some of the services listed are not available
in all countries. Some of the cars illustrated are equipped with optional features for which an extra charge is made. Details
concerning the delivery specifications, appearance, performance, dimensions and weights, fuel consumption and running
costs of the vehicle were correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of going to press. Deviations from the colours and
shapes shown in the illustrations may occur. No liability is accepted for errors and printing errors.

